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Dear Inbox Anonymous: How to Kick Email Away

Emails can be the biggest time suck ever. But we can’t live without them. It is a tool that everyone 

uses so it is also the most popular way for customers to communicate with a business when they 

encounter an issue. 

We all know emails can be inefficient, 

requiring multiple back-and-forths to 

resolve an issue. On average, emails 

require 2.53 touches for a company 

to fully resolve an issue. Here’s a 

staggering fact -- email is actually more 

expensive than phone by 76% because 

of the multiple touches1. So while email is hugely popular, it can be the worst support option for 

customer issues. Not only is it the most expensive support channel, but it can be a time suck. Of 

course, for customers and agents alike.  

1 The Effortless Experience: Conquering the New Battleground for Customer Loyalty by Matt Dixon, Nick Toman and RIck Delisi of CEB (2013).
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Linksys, a division of Belkin, realized that email was the most costly support channel and that 

only a small percentage of customers preferred email. So they did the unthinkable and pulled the 

plug to kill email as a support channel. And while the email aficionados showed initial withdrawal 

symptoms, all was well when they found a better support experience with other channels like self-

service, chat, and phone.2 

Invaluable, an online marketplace where you can find rare and one-of-a-kind art and antiques, also 

took the plunge and replaced email with self-service. Only that customers did not experience any 

withdrawal symptoms because a friendly web widget followed them across every webpage so 

that help is always right at their fingertips -- eliminating the annoying and unnecessary back and 

forth over email while providing them with the right information at the right time in the right place. 

Source: Linksys; CEB, 2013

Linksys’s Email Phase Out Process

2 The Effortless Experience: Conquering the New Battleground for Customer Loyalty by Matt Dixon, Nick Toman and RIck Delisi of CEB (2013).
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Invaluable customers are more the art collector type than your techie Millennial, but they adjusted 

well to the replacement of email with self-service. “We did not receive any negative feedback 

from our customers who tend to skew older in age and may be more accustomed to traditional 

channels like phone and email,” said Steph Telesco, Director of Customer Care. 

What Invaluable did was not to remove 

email and phone completely (as they 

understand that sometimes you just 

gotta send that email or make that phone 

call), but they embedded an AI-powered 

platform called Solvvy. It starts off with 

a simple “How can we help?” question 

followed by a blank text box, which pops 

up right when you click on the email 

address shown on the Help and FAQ page. This then leads to a simple 3-step process where 

customers are taken to snippets from help center articles that will directly address their issue 

based on what they typed out into the text box. And if no knowledge exists to solve that particular 

issue, the customer can submit that ticket anyway from a web form that pre-populates with what 

was already typed into Solvvy. And the best part of it all is that agents have a better starting point 

to resolve the issue as they know how the customer tried to self-serve already. 

Once Invaluable implemented the change, they experienced an unexpected and dramatic 

decrease in phone calls with customers diving right into Solvvy to self-serve instead. 

“We experienced a 60% decrease in the number of phone calls -- even at a time when we have 

more auctions running which should have increased the number of phone calls,” said Steph. Art 

collectors love to talk passionately (and ahem -- at length) about their art pieces so phone calls 

Steph Telesco
Director of Customer Care
Invaluable

Because our phone volume has 
decreased dramatically, we are able 
to better serve those customers 
who really do need to talk to us.
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easily end up being more than 30 minutes so this was a huge win for the team. Not only that, but 

Steph acknowledges that maybe not all customers want to contact support and that phone is 

often times the last resort. 

Thinking about taking the email plunge as 

well? This is what Steph had to say about 

her experience. 

“Because our phone volume has 

decreased dramatically, we are able to 

better serve those customers who really 

do need to talk to us. And our SLAs have 

improved after a steady decline for the 

previous six months.”

Still not convinced? Here’s the last bit of word from Steph about what really went down.

“Our biggest concern was whether it would slow down bidding during our live auctions. We were 

not sure if replacing email with self-service would deter the performance of our live auctions, but 

we’ve not seen any decline in performance at all.” 

Dear inbox anonymous, it may be time for you to give email the boot. Join Linksys and Invaluable 

in the email plunge, and you’ll never want to look back again. 

Maria Jiang
Director of Product Marketing,
Solvvy
Prior to Solvvy, she led product marketing at B2B SaaS companies, Zendesk and Inkling, and 
has advised customer experience leaders at Apple, AT&T and T-Mobile.
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